
HCIT

HUMANITARIAN CENTER FOR INTEGRATION AND TOLERANCE IHCIT) is
non-governmental organization founded in 1997 in Novi Sad. Since 1999
is an implementing partner of the UNHCR primarily in provision of free
legal assistance to refugees and asylum seekers but also in other forms
of support to all persons of concern.

INFORMATION ON LOCATION AND SERVICES

In case of emergency and transportation
In case of emergency and if you need practical and Legal information (where to sleep, how to
access doctors, how to apply for asylum, in case you got separated from a family member, etc.]
and especially if you would like to report on human rights violation cases, feel free to call us on
our Hotline: 064/6577052

In certain, most urgent occasions, we can also provide you with transportation. Otherwise you
are able to use public transportation after baying a regular ticket.

Access to Primary Healthcare
In case you need medical assistance you have the right to access state medical institutions -
Hospitals, Primary Healthcare Centers and Clinical Centers. The healthcare services are free of
charge provided you have proper documentation (Certificate of expressed intent to seek asylum).
In case you are staying in Asylum/Transit Center, please address to KIRS staff.

LOCATIONS

ASYLUM CENTERS
IN SERBIA

BANJA KOVILJACA

IN SERBIA

RECEPTION CENTER
IN SERBIA

PRESEVO
Latitude: 42.389171

latitude: 21. 649869

Latitude: 42.440926

: 21.766212

In case you are located in one of the
transit zones you should have access to
one of the mobile medical teams that
are present there every day. If you need
any assistance in the transit zones you
can approach our team on the ground or
call them on our Hotline: 064/6577052

Access to accommodation
There are currently 5 Asylum Centers in
Serbia where you may be accommodated.
They are Asylum Center Krnjaca, Bogovadja,
Banja Koviljaca, Sjenica and Tutin. In addition
to these locations there are also 5 Transit
Centers where you may be accommodated.
These are Transit Center Subotica, Sid,
Adasevci, Principovac and Bujanovac.

You may also be accommodated in Reception
Center Presevo. All of the Locations are
marked on the map.

All of the Centers are run by the State
Commissariat for Refugees and Migrations
with the Serbian abbreviation KIRS.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
you might need in Serbia

LEGAL INFORMATION
It is extremely important that if you received a

Certificate of expressed intent to seek asylum or

any other form of Document from Serbian authorities

to keep it with you at all times. It is also important

to respect the deadline and reach the designated

destination in 72 h. (Example of blank Certificate

of Expressed intent to seek asylum below]
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GENERAL
INFORMATION
ON ASYLUM

In accordance with the State
Constitution and Law on
Asylum the Republic of Serbia
grants asylum to foreigners
who fear prosecution in their
country of origin. These
persons must meet certain
criteria established in the Law
on Asylum. Asylum seekers
have to submit an asylum
application in order to start the
asylum procedure. The first
step in seeking asylum in
Serbia is Expressing the Intent
to seek asylum in Police
Station and receiving a
Certificate from the police
directing you to the nearest
Asylum Center with free space.
Currently you may also be
accommodated in one of the
Transit Centers (Refugee Aid
Points) for which you do not
need a referral from the police.




